Effective 1 September 2009, Medical Supply Catalogs are available on LOGSA's LIW. This initiative should provide a greater number of SCs and assist units with property accountability.

Approximately 1 November 2009, USAMMA will cease to publish hard copy SCs that are ordered thru Army Publishing Directorate (APD).

The component lists are also found in Property Book Unit Supply Enhanced (PBUSE). Note, once component listings for unit’s fielded sets have been downloaded into PBUSE for a specified NSN, supply sergeants managing medical sets should not download any updated component lists found in LIW into PBUSE.

Army Regulation (AR) 40-61, Chapter 10, paragraph 10-4, advises that units are only required to maintain their medical sets based on the version of the sets they were fielded. Continuing to update medical sets in PBUSE (or use the most current version of the hand receipt in LIW) will cause units to improperly report shortages that the unit is not funded to fill or mandated to have on hand.

USAMMA does not maintain an inventory of previously published SCs. USAMMA can provide a hard copy of an archived UA/SC that may not include illustrations. This unofficial SC will be published from data of the last version of the set based on the NSN of the set. Note these drafts should only be used for guidance. Sets are to be maintained according to documentation provided when the unit was fielded or issued the set.

Component authorizations are published as UALs located on the USAMMA web (https://www.usamma.army.mil) and as SCs published by USAMMA on LOGSA's Logistics Information Warehouse (LIW) website, https://liw.logsa.army.mil. Units will identify components of sets using SCs/UALs as specified based on the set NSN and date when fielded, as detailed in unit property books.